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WSU fall enrollment
makes new record
By JACKIE COSTA
Staff Reporter

Records are becoming all too easy
to beat for Winona State University,
as enrollment reached a new peak
this fall.
The 10th instructional day's total
count of students last week revealed increases in the number of
students and total credits they're
taking.
Almost 1,200 freshmen came into
the university this fall, compared to
last year's record setting 1,087. That
increase, combined with more nontraditional and transfer students,
helped boot total enrollment up to
5,726 this year, 251 higher than last
year's all time record.
The number of students, however,
is less important for the university
than the number of credits each student, on average, is taking. The
university receives funding based on
how many full-time equivalent

students it has (calculated by
dividing the total credit hours accumulated at the university by an
average base of 15 per student).
FTEs are up 328 this year Martin
said, to a record of 4,950.
FTEs actually droped while head
count increased two years ago,
resulting in the only decline in real
enrollment the university has felt for
close to 10 years. Since then, the
university's admissions department
has been trying a few new things.
Increased phone calls to interested students, visits by the
university president to certain communities and heavier recruitment efforts in the Minneapolis, St.Paul area
and Chicago area are only a few, according to Admissions Director
James Mootz.
But even with the new tactics,
Mootz persisted in saying the university sells itself because of its size,
location and quality of education.

Grawe plans on strong
republican turnout
By BILL POND
Winonan photo by Mark Hoffman

One of the younger participants to attend the sixth annual Take Back the Night Rally takes a peak
at the other side of a sign posted in the courtyard at Winona State. The rally, which is the largest
of its type in Minn. outside of the Twin Cities, attracted about 80 participants.

Rally takes back the night
from rapists, pornographers
By LIZ MILLER
Staff Reporter

The Winona Women's Resource Center held its
sixth annual Take Back the Night Rally Friday night
to protest violence against women and children
Signs reading "Stop Rape," "We will not be victimized" and "Snuff Out Porn" filled the Winona
State University courtyard where the rally began with
about 80 participants.
As dusk grew closer, men, women and children
encircled a platform that was the center of the rally
and listened to speeches dealing with the abuse of
women.
After the speeches, ralliers banded together to

form a procession headed down Huff and Broadway Streets and part of Winona's downtown while
chanting "Women Unite" and "Rape and battery
are no joke".
The ralliers received mixed reactions from many
of Winona's observers. One woman drove by in her
car and honked in support of the marchers. Some
students inside Winona State's dorms jeered at the
marchers as they passed by. Front porch lights
flickered on and off as the rally went down their
streets. Some heads peered out from inside of some
downtown bars to see what all the commotion was
about.
See Night, page 6

News Editor

Winona State University English professor Paul Grawe may not be as well
known as 1st District Rep. Tim Penny, but he is counting on a lot of republican
voters to come out of the woodwork to help him beat the incumbent during
the Nov. 4 election.
Grawe hit the campaign trail by bike in June, covering about 400 hundred miles of territory from Winona to Mankato. "It really gave me a chance
to get to know people and for them to get to know me," Grawe said.
But in early August, Grawe's campaign dried up due to lack of funds. His
luck changed when the First District Republican Office of Winona committed $10,000 to rejuvegate his campaign efforts about two weeks ago. Grawe
is now confident he will make a good showing and that the rest of his campaign will be a success.
Grawe claims about 40 percent of the voters in the First District know who
he is or are familiar with his name."That's very good for someone who has
not held an office before."
Grawe said the First District has a high concentration of republican voters
which he hopes to capitalize on. "All kinds of people are switching to the
Republican Party. But people are turned off. They don't want to be involved
in politics."
Grawe said his campaign has been "real issues-orientated" and as a
result, voters will better identify with his stances. "Our issues base is real
solid." he said.
Grawe feels Penny's image is only skin deep and that the second term
Democrat is not facing up to issues like he should be.
Grawe said major issues confronting Minnesotans have been the Hormel
meat packer strike in Austin Minn. and pollution of the Mississippi River.
He said Penny has done nothing.
See Grawe, page 2

Different newspapers at WSU have same need
By STEVE EISWIRTH
Assistant News Editor

Two newspapers at Winona State
University may be too much for each
one to survive financially.
Steps taken to cure recent financial problems with, Winona State
University's laboratory newspaper,
Winona Campus Life has adversely
affected the student produced
Winonan.
Winonan business manager Mon-

ty Terhune estimated the student
newspaper lost as much as $900 in
two weeks from advertisers who
previously delt with the Winonan and

went with Campus Life this fall.
In an effort to pay for Campus
Life's production costs, Winona Daily
News' sales staff was brought in to
sell student directed ads for Campus
Life's first four "back to school"
issues. Future issues will take in
advertising sold by students both in
and outside of the mass communications classroom, officials said.
In a memo to Vice President of
Student Affairs John Kane, Sept. 11,
Terhune said, "Unless Campus Life
returns to its original design, intent
and purpose, the Winonan may face
a substantial reduction in revenue

which it can not afford at this time."
Terhune was refering to the
Winonan's recent agreement to
make payments for three years on a
new typesetting system worth
$28,000.
After one year at his job, Winona
Daily News Publisher Howard Hoffmaster this summer cut off the
original arrangement with Winona
State's mass communications
department to allow Campus Life
free use of its printing, supplies,
facilities and circulation.
After Hoffmaster cut off the free
services, valued at $22,000 a year by

Mass Communications Chairman
John Vivian, other ways needed to
be found to fund the newspaper.
Winona State administrators
earlier this month approved an
allocation of $8,100 to the mass communications department to partially
pay for Campus Life. According to an
Aug. 28 memo sent from Dean of
Liberal Arts Richard Coughlin to Vice
President of Student Affairs John
Kane, the allocation will help cover
the cost of producing nine monthly
issues with a total projected number
of pages equal to last year's weekly
eight page editions. The remaining

costs will be covered by advertising,
which Vivian hopes will someday
reach $13,000 a year.
The change to a monthly format
was made because of concern over
"maintaining good relations with the
Winonan, who (sic) ... has been fearful of losing advertising revenue to
Winona Campus Life," Coughlin
said. The decrease in pages also
meant a savings of close to $6,000
in production costs annually.
"The current lack of guidelines on
Campus Life advertising and piles of
See Newspapers, page 6
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Police Chief Scherer retiring from force
By TISHA HARMS
Staff Reporter

"I never considered quitting, and
I never would have — unitl now,"
said Winona's Chief of Police John
Scherer about his 34 years with the
city's police department, and his
retirement Oct. 6.
In his careeer with the police
departmdnt, Scherer has moved
through the ranks from a rookie
patrolman, to a sergeant, investigator, captain, assistant chief,
and chief of police, a position he has
held since December 1980.
"I always had a life-long desire to
be a policeman," said Scherer. "It
was a job I had fought for and
respected."
Scherer said he has always liked

the excitment involved in police
work. "There are always tests.
There's always the expectation of
danger, of risks, of boredom, of really
dealing...with the unknown."
Scherer said. "To me that was
always an exciting challange."
Although he feels his own career
has been very satisfying, Scherer
said he would not recommend for
others to enter the police profession.
"They would have to make that decision themselves." Scherer said a
person considering entering police
work should be aware of the negitive
aspects of the job. He said the
amount of stress police work causes
can contribute to medical and nervous conditions, and marriage
problems.

Scherer feels job satisfaction is an
important element in any successful
career. Scherer said college
students who are confused about
what they want to do should take a
wide range of classes to pinpoint an
area of interest and job satisfaction.
"You can always find a job to work
for wages, but not job satisfaction."
Scherer said.
"I get great satisfaction out of seeing our department go into a
challenging situation, be able to
match wits with it, and come out with
the right answers in the end."
Scherer is 1974 graduate of
Winona State University with
degrees in Sociology and
Psychology. As a non-traditional student and a police officer, Scherer

New chief search goes on
By TISHA HARMS
Staff Reporter

The selection process is underway
to hire a new Winona police chief to
replace retiring Chief John Scherer.
- Bob Norton, Director of General
Services of Winona, said Winona's
Merit Board will review the finalists'
applications and conduct an oral
interview-examination Sept. 25. The
Merit will then select the top three
candidates and submit the ranking to
the city manager, who ultimately
chooses the new chief of police.
Norton said a qualified candidate
must have a four-year degree in
police science or a related field, be
a licensed police officer, and have 10
years of police experience with
substantial supervisory and leadership experience.
City Manager David Sollenberger
said the purpose of the Merit Board's
oral examination is to evaluate the
applicants in such areas as the attitudes, approaches to problems, and
management and leadership
qualities.
"It's not a series of questions
where you have a right answer," he
said. "They're really looking at how
this person is going to relate to people, how the person is going to get
persons to work for him or her, and
how the chief will relate to various

agencies such as the public."
Sollenberger said the oral examination can best evaluate these
human relating skills.
When Sollenberger receives the
Board's ranking of the candidates,
he said he will interview the three
candidates again before he makes
his decision. Solienberger plans to
observe the Merit Board's initial oral
examination, too, with special permission from the Board.
"I certainly don't intend saying or
doing anything that would influence
their views," said Sollenberger. "I'm
looking for as much objectivity from
the Merit Board as I can possibly get.
And while I may not necessarily
agree with their views, I want to know
what they are."
Sollenberger listed some qualities
he felt the new chief should possess,
which included an ability to deal with
labor relations problems and to provide strong leadership within the
department.
"I think the new chief will have to
be an aggressive individual who isn't
content with the status quo, but will
continually look for the betterment of
the department." Solienberger said
Sollenberger also felt the new
chief should take an active interest
in computer technology. A new computerized management system will

Like Wow!
We have something called Readers View
in this paper. But its like nobody uses it,
you know?
It's kinda sad — free space to blast your
waves out to society, like Goddddd!
But like, I guess that's just life.
Everything's just like hunky-dorry with
everybody, right?
Real News
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SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING
A confidential, non judgmental clinic for family
planning and sexually transmitted diseases. For
appointment phone 452-4307 weekdays 8:30 to
5:00.

64 1/2 W. 5th

452-4307

be installed within the year,
Sollenberger said. "I think the chief
will have to exert leadership in that
area."
Although there are countless traits
which should be present in an ideal
police chief, Sollenberger said he
plans to consider each candidate in
overall balance.
"Somebody may be very strong in
an area you'd like to emphasize,"
Sollenberger said, "but may have
severe weaknesses in other areas."
Whichever candidate Sollenberger
;elects as the next Chief of Police of
Ninona, he said, "My decision is
final."
Names of applicants could not be
iisclosed due to the Data Privacy
Oct.
A new chief will be named before
Dct. 6, 1986, when Police Chief
Scherer officially retires from duty,
according to Norton.

said he faced his share of freshman
jitters.
"I could face two drunks in a dark
alley without any sweat, but to sit in
a classroom full of intelligent young
persons and to match wits with them
terrified me."
Scherer said his classroom experience at Winona State has aided
him in his ability to relate to younger
persons.
Most police contact with students
and younger persons is a direct
result of drinking, Scherer said, including excessive noise, fighting and
other disturbances.
Scherer said Winona's crime rate
is not affected by the colleges in the
area. "College students have an
awareness that if they do break the

Grawe
Continued from page 1
to help solve these problems. He
added that Penny is very unpopular
in Austin because many of its
citizens feels he has turned his back
on their problems.
Grawe would like to square off with
Penny in a debate. "We challenged
Tim to a debate two months ago, but
he didn't respond. it's kind of a wimpy response on his part. He's hiding

law it will probably end their college
career, so there are deterrents for the
college student that are not
necessarily there for local kids."
The biggest trends Scherer sees
involving students is the affect of
the new drinking age.
"There seems to be more visable
drinking in the campus area, among
the college-age group."Scherer said.
Scherer has also noticed a trend
in the increasing number of students
moving off-campus and the increased number of house parties. He
believes as the grandfather clause
phases out, the trend to move off
campus will be on the upswing.
"I really like the campus." Scherer
said. "I really like Winona. I'll really
hate leaving it."
out." Grawe said a debate or a series
of debates may be arranged through
negotiations which would settle
where, when and how many debates
would be held.
Grawe said Penny only wants to
hold debates in cities primarily
located in the southern half of the
district where he has support. Grawe
wants to hold a debate in a neutral
area where it would be balanced and
See Election, page 7

FOUR SEASONS
LIQUOR
157 East 3rd Winona, MN 452.6067

• Busch Beer Now In Stock
• Stroh's Fifteen Pks
• Bud & Bud Light 6 pks. Specials
• Specials on Kegs
• 30 Keg Draft Truck
ready to rent.

Meets every Wednesday, 8 p.m., at Zach's
in Winona. Anyone
perverted who likes to
socialize with alcohol is
sincerely invited.

• Moosehead BeerLowest price in town.
Four Seasons...your college headquarters!

And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you re part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.
i
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Independent status
may be upped to 24
By BILL POND
News Editor

Students will have to be 24 years
old before receiving the independent
status for aid if a U.S. House committee gets its way.
Minnesota Legislators adopted a
policy three years ago in which
students could only be declared independent for financial aid purposes
if they were 22 years old.
Last November the U.S House
Post-Secondary Education Subcommittee passed a similar bill but incorperated a 24 year old age limit instead of 22.
Some U.S Legislators want to
raise the independent age status nationally in an attempt to eliminate
financial aid abusers who may have
claimed themselves independent but
are still receiving financial support
from their parents.
Jim Schmidt, aid to Winona State
graduate and U.S Rep. Tim Penny,
said, "The reason it passed was
because many felt there were
abuses within the system. Penny felt
an age criteria is a poor way of determining independent status."
Schmidt said there are a few exceptions to the bill which would allow
some students under 24 to be eligi-

ble for independent status.
Schmidt said a student who is an
orphan, a ward of the court, married,
a graduate student or has proof an
unusual circumstance exists which
would allow for independent status,
can qualify for an exemption to the
bill.
Schmidt said the proposal will go
onto the House of Represenitives for
a vote today. The bill is likely to prsc.:
he felt.
Penny stands in favor of some type
of restriction to eliminate financial aid
abusers but feels a better method
could be used instead of an age
restriction.
Last year in a visit to Winona State,
Penny said, "The underlying belief
is we have a problem with things as
they now stand. I would argue standards should be toughened, but they
have decided to do it by upping the
age standards. That's taking a bad
idea and making it worse."
"There were student groups, such
as the National Student Roundtable,
who spoke out against it. But by-inlarge, it had the support of many
higher education institutions."
Schmidt said.

Winonan photo by Tony Dussel

Linda Disch and Martina Hoeller cheer on Winona State's football team at Saturday's home game
against the University of Minnesota-Morris. It was what many fans called an exciting game that ended in a 27-27 stalemate. The Warrior's will play Bemidji State this Saturday. That home game will
start at 1:30 p.m.

WSU takes on job Disaster to hit Winona tonight
of awarding money
By DALE KURSCHNER

Chief Editor

By DALE KURSCHNER
Chief Editor

In-state financial aid awards will be
given directly by Winona State
University to its students beginning
Jan. 1, 1987.
State grants and scholarships currently need approval by the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board before they can be
awarded, a time consuming affair according to university Financial Aid
Director Bob Lietzau.
The new Alternate Delivery
System, created by the MHECB and
the State University System will allow
Winona State financial aid
employees to make instantaneous
changes and calculations on student
awards, Lietzau said,
"If we have all of the equipment
we need, we would probably be saving three to four weeks on applications where changes needed to be
made."

Winona State received $1,500
from the MHECB to purchase two
data processing terminals before
Jan. 1. Lietzau said his department
will need six such terminals to process the financial aid information as
fast as he'd like to.
"We've been doing this for years
for the federal aid programs — Pells,
National Direct Student Loans,
Guaranteed loans and work study
awards," Lietzau said.
State awards, however, are
calculated based on Pell Grant
schedules. "The formula for determining Minnesota state grants won't
change so we will still have to know
what the Pell Grant schedule is
before we can award state aid," said
Lietzau.
"We won't make any awards until
applications are complete and we
have the Pell schedule," Lietzau
said.

Some people fear it may be "War of
the Worlds," part two. Afterall, what
will Winonans think when 4,000
square feet of their town blows-up
tonight?
Winona emergency officials will
produce and react to a simulated
chemical-railroad disaster on
Winona's east end tonight at 6:30
p.m. The 6th annual disaster simula-i
tion will involve about 30 different
agencies and 150 people.
"We play the game pretty
agressively," said Winona Emergency Director Bob Brown. "There will
at) a lot of injuries and quite a few
fatalities."
Brown said a railroad disaster was
picked for this year's simulation
oecause of an increasing danger of
such an occurance actually happening. "It's something everyone puts in
he back of their minds, but with the
two trains that have crashed (near
Winona) recently, we've been very
fourtunate."
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There are two
very different types of
newspapers at Winona
State University.
One type is written
by the people,
for the people.
The other?
Well
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Each railroad tanker has a capacity of 3,350 gallons and "hazardous
materials are becoming increasingly dangerous (to ship)," he said.
The fire fighters, law enforcement
officers, the mayor and the city
manager will be some of those working the simulation tonight. "Generally, the city manager makes the news
conferences and is the overall person in charge of (communications
regarding) the disaster," Brown said
"Usually there's an advesary relationship between the media and the
government. During a disaster, the
government is at its most
vulnerable point. The media people
are in their glory as the public is
hanging on the line waiting to hear
from the press," Brown said.
Tonight's simulation will be broadcast over Winona State's campus
radio station, KQAL, as an actual
disaster. Other radio stations in town
do not have the staff to cover it like
that, Brown said. But most should be
announcing- beforehand the
"disaster" is only a simulated one.
Mass communications Chairman
John Vivian, who will deploy about
20 students tonight to report on the
"disaster" for KQAL, said he does
not forsee any possible
misconception by the public. "There
are always some people who hear
what they want to hear," he said.
Local media were given a press
conference and news releases by
Brown at least a week prior to the
event, Vivian said. And, KQAL will be
mentioning throughout its broadcast
tonight that what is being reported is

,

only a simulation.
"Our people need just as much
practice and training in disaster
public affairs training as you people
do," Brown told Vivian's students
last Friday.
Tonight's events should begin with
a train accident, where a tanker car
carrying toxic chemicals will begin
leaking. Then a fire will break out,
Brown said, which will give the fire
chief about five minutes to clear
everyone within 4,000 feet of the
tanker.
For those who don't escape in
time, an explosion will kill or injure
them and possibly hundreds of
others. The "injured and dead" will
have to be transported to the morgue
or the hospital.

The Shady Rest
Hotel
We're out to destroy Mr.
Roger's Neighborhood.
Andrea, Nancy, Kirsten, Debbie, Mike, Scott, Tim, Wild
Bill, PJ and Thomas

The Minnesota State University Student Association, Inc. (MSUSA) welcomes th
nearly 50,000 students of the State University System which includes; Bemidji State,
Mankato State Metro State, Moorhead State, Southwest State, St. Cloud State, and
Winona State.
1986-87 promises to be an exciting and successful year for higher education. You
student senators will be working to establ c h quality, affordable child care facilitie
on all our campuses and to establish a system-wide policy on faculty evaluations.
In St. Paul, MSUSA will be working to control tuition increases, establish a mor
equitable independent student status policy and have an active voice in defining wha
is a "quality" education.
We invite you to be active and informed about the issues that effect your educa
tion, or the lack of education.
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Too much Daniloff
Daniloff, Daniloff, Daniloff — the underlying issue of the Daniloff affair
has been entirely forgotten as the government tries to save face and the
media screams bloody murder.
The media takes care of its own people quite well. In its coverage of
Daniloff's arrest August 30, the media has failed to consider the possibility
he is guilty of being a spy. Columnist James Kirkpatrick wrote, "It is absolutely against CIA policy to employ journalists as covert agents." We
ask how would Kirkpatrick know what type of person can or can not be
used as a U.S. spy? If the CIA does list who is eligible to be a spy, it
surely wouldn't tell the public who is, andwho is not.
There is, of course, the traditional superpower chess game to keep
in mind here — and our media seems to be doing quite well at that. In
the latest moves on the board, the United States broke precedent first
by charging Gennadi Zakharov of espionage and holding him without
bond. The Soviets retaliated, like usual, by trying to get even. They broke
precedent by grabbing a U.S. journalist instead of just a citizen. The point
is that we were the ones to provoke the situation, the Soviets followed.
Because of that provocation, all the media coverage has been about
how "the highest-level superpower talks in 10 months are being held
under the shadow of Daniloff's indictment on espionage," the Minneapolis
Star and Tribune reported Saturday. "We bid one, and they called our
bid. So we upped the ante and tossed in another 25 spies," Harvard's
Russian Research Center's Marshall Goleman said. Because we are
ordering 25 Soviets out of the country, it's only a matter of time until the
Soviet Union tries to equal the play, or better it.
But the issue we find most interesting with the Daniloff affair is not
Kirkpatrick's perception of bad precedent being set — where we admitted Daniloff was a spy to get him released and in so doing, "compromised every American correspondent whose assignment is behind the Iron
Curtain.
It is not with the new moves being made on the superpower chess
board, nor is it about who is right or wrong.
The issue is about protecting the freedom of all Americans abroad from
unfounded arrests or kidnappings. The media and government have
forgotten about the Americans still being held prisoner in Lebanon.
We wonder why the freedom of one American so outweighs the freedom
of other Americans held prisoner in foreign countries. Is it because he
is a journalist, and the media will not let him be forgotten? Is it because
he is part of the superpower chess game's hot point of Geneva armstalks? Or is it because we have forgotten the basic issue underlying both
the press and the superpower conflict — the protection of every
American's freedom.
It is all too sad that Lebanon is not a Soviet Block country. For if it was,
the Americans being held there probably would have been sent free long
ago.
As it is, only their families remember them, as they read about Daniloff
in each day's daily paper.

Pep band jamming
creates needed spirit
Team spirit filled Maxwell Stadium at Saturday's Warrior football game,
not only from the team itself but also the fans, which is a 180 degree
turn around from last year.
Team spirit was futher bolstered by the performance of Winona State's
pep band. They helped bring many students into the game and made
many others realize football games and team support can be fun, even
if the team doesn't win.
The band was there with all their instruments ready to play charge
songs, victory tunes and general cheers to keep the Warrior spirit from
drowning out.
The pep band is bigger and better than last year's, when just a handful of students showed up to the game with a few instruments. And also
different from last year, the pep band held out to the end of the game
instead of leaving at half-time. Enthusiasm caught on from others in the
crowd.
A little team spirit became a lot as fans showed up in Hawiian shirts,
brought banners and started their own cheering sections to help push
the Warriors.
After having their arms twisted into going to basketball games last year,
and even being offered free admission to several, students finally showed some support in Winona State athletics last weekend. Let's keep it up!

Readers' - View
Kronebusch
likes farmers
To the Editor:
I read with great interest a letter
to the editor about Senator Patricia
Kronebusch and her alleged votes
on 1986 legislation on farm aid. The
letter writer's implication Senator
Kronebusch doesn't care is totally
untrue.
As a legislator from southern
Minnesota whose district includes
many farm families, and as a
Senator who has seen how Patricia
votes on the Senate floor, I can tell
you categorically she does care
about the farm families of her
district. She cares very deeply.
That's why she has won high
praise from state farm organizations. The Farmers Union awarded
her a 90 percent rating and the
Farm Bureau gave her a perfect
100 percent grade. The letter writer
twisted and distorted the facts concerning that bill. Let me tell you
what was really in that legislation.
The so-called "mediation bill" to
which the misguided letter writer

refers was no more than a poorly
drafted, very flawed bill. It was not
mediation at all. It was arbitration.
Under this wrong-headed bill, the
meaning of the key "mediator"
term was left totally up in the air.
There was no provision for training.
The "mediators" were nothing but
political appointees. There was no
provision for a system of removal.
And these "mediators" could enforce settlements on either the
farmer or the lender.
Senator Kronebusch felt--and I
fully agree–it is better to encourage
true mediation where farmers and
lenders can both sit down and work
out a settlement agreeable to both.
That's why both I and Senator
Kronebusch voted for the bipartisan
1986 Minnesota Farm Bill containing a workable provision for mediation. The bill said mediators must
be trained by the state Agricultural
Extension Service, people both
farmers and lenders can trust.
The people of Winona and
Houston Counties should be proud
to have such a courageous woman
who stands up and speaks her
mind and heart on these family
issues. The letter writer's comments would leave a false impres-

sion to the wonderful people of her
district who know full well how hard
Senator Kronebusch works and
keeps in touch with her
constituents.
Sincerely,
Glen Taylor
Senate Minority Leader

Letters Policy

Send us a letter about any issue you
feel students should know about. We
publish letters in the order we receive
them and usually only edit when
room is needed for other students.
We reserve the right to request
verification of the facts from letters
written and sent to us for publication.

The Winonan is written, edited, managed, financed, composed and published by and for the
students of Winona State University.
The Winonan generates 70 percent of its income through advertising sales. The remaining 30 percent is provided by student activity fees.
The Winonan reserves the right to request verification of the facts from letters written and sent
to It for publication.
Deadline for all copy is Thursday 5 p.m. prior to the week of publication.
Subscriptions are available from the business manager at a rate of $15 annually (30 issues) or
$6 per quarter. Address all correspondence to: The Winonan, 113 Phelps Hall, Winona State University, Winona, Minn., 55987. Phone 457-5119.
The Winonan is a member of, and rated by the Associated Collegiate Press with the honor rating
of All American. The Winonan is recognized annually as an award winning newspaper by the Minnesota Newspaper Association, the Americcan Scholastic Press Association and the Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi.
The Winonan is not published during June, July, August, or exam periods.
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Commentary

Real news, real serious
This may come off sounding like I'm patting the writers at this paper
on the back. It's really not that. It's just a story about misconceptions
college students often have about what it's like out there in the real world.

I saw my first body Sunday afternoon. My first dead body, that is.
In today's issue, the Winonan printed its first body photo. I imagine
some people won't like that very much.
Some people think it's inappropriate to print pictures of dead bodies
in newspapers. I don't. I think it's part of a newspaper's job to reflect
life, of which death is an obvious part. Despite what some people think,
I believe death cannot be ignored.
I should add that I had a funny feeling, perhaps a morbid curiosity about
the body of Mitchell Knauf. Mitchell Knauf drowned early Sunday fighting
the flash flood waters that hit St. Charles, Minn.
I didn't expect that funny feeling.
I also didn't expect to feel a little sick when relatives of Mr. Knauf
showed up where his body was recovered.
I have to admit that I had a hard time talking to Pete Loftus, a St. Charles
volunteer fire fighter. He had been battling the flood waters since Saturday night. Loftus was helping pump out someone's flooded basement
—his own home was partially underwater.
From the information Pete Loftus gave me, I had a feeling that he was
on the scene when Mitchell Knauf was swept away by the rising water.
But Loftus had a very tired look in his bloodshot eyes, and I really didn't
feel like asking him that.
I also didn't feel like asking Carol Lange how she felt about the flooding.
Instead, I kept my distance and watched her look at the water swirl around
her uninsured trailer home.
When it comes right down to it, I did a pretty poor job of reporting Sunday. I went to the scene, and got the information the Associated Press
wanted. But I could have done a lot more.
After seeing all the damage, and talking to some of the people it affected, I was affected a bit. I didn't expect to be.
Reporters in the real world aren't supposed to be affected by the story.
They're supposed to remain detatched and objective.
Many of the real newspapers got the story and also remained detatched. Many in this area didn't bother to send reporters to the scene at all.
They found it much easier to sit in the newspaper office and call the county
sheriff's office for the details and statistics rather than send a reporter
on the 30 minute trip west to St. Charles.
I guess that's one way of remaining detatched.
The three of us from the Winonan, Mark Hoffman, Dale Kurschner and
I, weren't out in the mud in St. Charles for the glory of it. And it certainly
wasn't for the money. We just thought it was necessary to cover a story
so close to home.
I guess that was another misconception. For this must be the age of
armchair journalism.
The three of us thought that reporters were supposed to be assertive
and aggressive.
We have either been taught poorly, or too well.

THE FRESHMEN Pot's. ITS A MENTAL, THING,
Editorial Board Policy
The Winonan Editorial Board meets weekly as a
group, at least two full days prior to the date of publication, to decide whether or not the editor's side on an
issue is representative of the staff's opinion on such
an issue.
The Editorial Board also presents ideas for editorial
writing, of which the chief editor can choose to write

about. The chief editor holds the power of final editorial
choice and editorial prose.
However, the idea of the editorial must be in accordance with the staff's opinion on the issue through a
majority vote of the Editorial Board.
The board consists of three section editors and one
staff member.
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Symptoms, facts about sexually transmitted disease
Sexually transmitted diseases, though often
only talked about jokingly or in private, are a
serious part of singles life. Many misconceptions exist about those diseases, and the
following desribes what some of them are, and
how to recognize them.
Herpes can be acquired from toilet seats and
glasses. False. Herpes can only be contracted
by skin to skin contact. This virus cannot sured it can cause brain damage, paralysis and
vive on inanimate objects.
Herpes is only a sexual disease. False. even death. This disease shows its first signs
Herpes can be contracted by directly touching as painless pimples on the genitals, lips,
a contagious herpes sore, accidentally. The fingers and breasts.
sources of the virus are infinite but the mode
Gonorrhea manifests itself as genital pain
and discharge in men. There are usually no
of transmission is the same.
Aids can be contracted by innocent kissing. signs in women. That is what makes this

On Health

False. AIDS can be contracted through bloodblood or blood-semen contact. Although newer
AIDS research shows AIDS may bQcontracted
through deep intimate kissing, it is only if one

sores are open and draining. Herpes Simplex

By Bonnie Clipper
partner has been in contact with the AIDS
virus.
Chlamydia is the most prevelant of all of the
sexually transmitted diseases. Transmitted
during sexual contact, it is very easy to spread

from one partner to another. Women usually
do not have symptoms. If they do they are the
disease so serious, because the disease can same as the man's pain upon urination and
genital discharge. This disease does not show
progress rapidly before it is noticed.
Herpes Simplex I shows up as cold sores or up until 10 days after the initial contact.
Syphillis is a very severe disease. Uncontrollfever blisters. This is only contagious while the

II, however, produces genital sores. This can
be contracted through skin to skin contact.
Condoms provide the necessary protection
against HSII.
Urinary tract infections may be transmitted
through sexual contact. Pain and burning upon
urination, and cloudy urine are characteristics
of this type of infection.
Pubic lice are found on the base of the hair
shafts in the pubic region. One tell tale sign
of pubic lice is severe, unrelieved itching and
possibly even infected scratchmarks.
AIDS is found mostly in the male homosexual population and intraveneous drug abusers
who share needles.
If you have any signs or symptoms of a sexually transmitted disease, seek medical help
soon to prevent further complications.
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Leader tries to improve association's image
By DALE KURSCHNER
Chief Editor

The chairman of this year's state
student association is going to try
something new — saving the
association's image by making the
students do the work.
"The responsibility of getting
anything done at the Minnesota
State University Student Association
is the sole responsibility of each
senate at each school," Dave Clark
told Winona State's student senate
Sept. 14.
He said he planned to visit each
of the seven state university student
associations in the next week to try
and get students more involved with
MSUSA.
"Last year we spent the majority
of the year fighting amongst

ourselves and spinning our wheels.
I don't want that to happen again this
year," Clark said.
Friction developed between last
year's MSUSA chairman and executive director, resulting in the
director's resignation Oct. 31.
Because of that friction, those who
favored the director's side tried to
have the chairman impeached. Proceedings took place twice and by
Jan., the chairman was given a list
of directives he had to follow the rest
of his term.
"With everything that happened
last year — talk at some universities
about pulling out and creating a new
student association — MSUSA survived that test," Clark said. "I want
to say this year we tested it and know
it works."

Parties add up
By JACKIE COSTA
Staff Reporter

Within the last three weeks there
have been nine alcohol related incident reports filed on campus; violations off campus have also increased. Many of those involved are under
the legal drinking age.
However, according to Jon
Kosidowski, administrative assistant
to the vice president of student affairs, this number is comparable to
last year's figure. Kosidowski said
this shows that no matter what the
drinking age, minors will find a way
to drink." .
Minnesota voted earlier this year
to increase the state's drinking age
from 19 to 21. If this change wasn't
instated the U.S. department of
ransportation would withhold 5 percent of highway funds.
Winona Police Chief Jack Scherer
said he has terminated at least five
off campus parties and has arrested

Night
Continued from page 1
The rally stopped at the Winona
County Courthouse where former
victims gave testimonials about their
experiences such as being abused,

and charged some renters.
Although, if renters cooperate, he
said, there is no need for arrest. "As
a result of the new law we anticipated
a growing number of house parties,"
but we will deal with the incidents as
they occur."
Freshmen who wish to remain
anonymous said, "Police came to
the party and warned the hosts...then
we left." Others felt police are being
lenient.
When a residence hall party is
reported, Kosidowski talks with all
who are involved and can issue administrative warnings, sanctions, or
revoke housing contracts. A sanction
involves service hours depending on
severity and number of incidents.
Both Kosidowski and Scherer
agree there will be more house parties and in dorm drinking; consequently, minors will not go downtown
as often due to the new law.

raped, and a legal system that lets
abusers and sex offenders off too
easy.
"I never felt safe being alone at
home at night. I couldn't come and
go as I pleased. It's a violation of my
rights." said Wendy Woeden, a St.
Mary's College faculty member.

Though many student groups are
still trying to get organized this fall,
Clark said it was important for him to
talk to them as soon as possible. "If
you pussy-foot around for half a year,
you won't get anything done.
I want them to take the direction
MSUSA is going to go. It should
come from the bottom up instead of
the top down," said Clark.
MSUSA will be focussing only on
higher education issues again this
year. "When you look at our constitution, it states strictly with their education." he said. Issues like the drinking age, and abortion are out, he
said.
Clark said he hopes to get MSUSA
rolling this weekend, with the first
presidents' council meeting of the
year in Minneapolis, Minn. "The Fall
Conference shouldn't be the first
thing of the year," he said. Usually,
such conferences are held around
mid-October.
The student association leaders
hope to get their student senates to

What is MSUSA?
It stands for the Minnesota State University Student Association and
is the voice of 51,000 students from each of the seven state universities in Minnesota.
Winona State is part of that system, and its students pay for MSUSA
to represent them through their activity fees (five cents per-student).
The functioning of the association is governed by its chairperson
and vice chairperson, who work with an executive staff director, a
treasurer and two staff members. The chairperson is responsible for
making sure state university students' concerns are heard at the state
and national governments, based on what MSUSA's presidents council
and students tell him to say.
Each student senate president from the seven state unviersities
makes up the presidents council and relate student concerns from
their campuses to the chairperson, vice chairperson and staff
members.

touch on issues like mandatory facul- stabilization and state quality
ty evaluations at all state universities, assessments.
child care programs, tuition

Ask About Our
FREE Make-Up
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Adventuresome Colour!

Consultation!

This season's news: Contrast. Intense
Colour. Pretty pales played off brights. The
unexpected appeal of matte against
iridescent. Or overlaid for effect.
Dynamic, dramatic colour. The 'Thucco
Makeup collection from Sebastian blooms
with shades you've never seen anywhere
else. Or ever will.
Visit our salon, and let us show you how
to show off your own individual look.
Trucco Professional Makeup from Sebastian.
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ALL ORGANIZATIONS
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Election

education should get as much as it
has ever gotten, and more. All
education programs are under the
gun which is unfortunate." Grawe
said.
Grawe would like to see an incentive program established by the
federal government that would better facilitate loan money going out to
students. Grawe said the incentive
prog am should loan money to
students showing an interest in their
education through 'practical work experience. "I believe in funding for
educ , ition. I be c e you need an incentive program or it to benefit those
who want it."

Continued from page 2

fair not only for both canidates but for
people listening to it.
Grawe said Penny is running
because a lot of problems are not being solved by the government. "I see
the United States faced with many
crises. Not much is being done about
them."
Grawe said America has a real
problem with spending its money.
"We're good at spending money.
We're wiping out the future of young
America because of debts."
Grawe feels government spending
and debts are leading to the demise
of education. "As a teacher, I think

Newspapers
Continued from page 1
false administrative promises and
assurances, leave this student
newspaper in a ridiculously
vulnerable position," said Winonan
Chief Editor Dale Kurschner in a letter to Winona State President
Thomas Stark Monday. "The fear by
students and others four years ago
was that because (Vivian) could not
get control of the student newspaper,
he created his own to compete with
and possibly wipe-out the student
newspaper. Is it not interesting how
speculation, so ignored, can be so
suprismaly accurate?"
In his letter to Stark asking that
guidelines be established on Campus Life advertising, Kurschner wrote
his biggest concern now is "about a
door that has been created, but not
given a frame to restrict how much
can flow through it at once. And that
door is between two rooms, one with

There's never been a
better eyewear value
than Vision World's
"Big 3" package.
Almost everyone can
enjoy the comfort of
today's soft contact
lenses. But you still
need prescription
eyeglasses for those
times when contacts
shouldn't be
worn—and optically
ground sunglasses
are a must for all
contact lens
wearers. Call for an
appointment and
join the tens of
thousands who have
discovered Minnesota's best eyewear
value.

Paul Grawe
lower pressure in it than the other.
"Competition is fine, as long as
guidelines exist making sure it is fair
on both sides," he said.
Daily News Publisher Howard
Hoffmaster, Controller Bill English,
Vivian and Kurschner refused to
comment on financial affairs involving Campus Life or the Winonan.
In a memo entitled "Proposal For
Continuation Of Winona Campus
Life," Vivian outlined problems and
solutions for Campus Life's
continuation.
In that proposal, Vivian said he felt
Daily News, "found it necessary to
withdraw its support (from Campus
Life) unless it can be done on a profit basis."
The repercussions of the financial
,rithdrawal, Vivian believes, are
grave for his department's students
because "virtually all journalism and
photojournalism courses are built
around Winona Campus Life as a
laboratory." The drastic "newshole"
or page space reduction brought

about by necessary funding changes
is what concerns Vivian the most.
The department's visibility revolves
around Campus Life.
Cutting publication to nine monthly
issues will save $6,000, Vivian
believes.
Other ways of paying for Campus
Life could come from "course fees
for courses involved in (Campus Life)
production (that could) generate
roughly $1,800 based on current
enrollments," Vivian wrote. Support
from the College of St. Teresa and
St. Mary's College was another
possibility, he added.
Ultimately, Vivian would like to
double Campus Life's present
18-page monthly output. But
Coughlin explained that until more
funding can be made available, the
present format is the best they can
do.

Soft Contact
Lenses +
Prescription
Glasses
Sunglasses
all 3 for

INCLUDES:
• FITTING
• CARE KIT
• AFTERCARE

$

Wed. 9/24 7:00 a.m. UCM Bible Study
NOON Tai Chi Silence Class, Phelps Gym
3:00 p.m. Homecoming Meeting, 127 KCC
3:30 p.m. SAM Informational Meeting
4:00 p.m. Student Senate, Purple Rooms
9:19 p.m. LCC Informal Worship, 204 W.
Thurs. 9/25 NOON Tai Chi Silence Class, Phelps Gym
1:00 p.m. Non-Trads Meeting, Conference Room 7
Fri. 9/27 Noon Tai Chi Individual Help, PAC Black Room
Sun. 9/28 11:00 a.m. Newman Center Mass Baldwin Lounge
7:30 p.m. LCC Community Evening Prayer, Central Lutheran Church
7:30 p.m. Koinonia
Mon. 9/29 Noon Tai Chi, PAC Lobby
3:00 p.m. S.A.S.W. Meeting, Minne 239
4:00 p.m. P.A.C.E. Meeting, Counseling Center
Tues. 9/30 Noon Tai Chi, Phelps Gym
3:00 p.m. Geology Club Meeting, 103 PA
4:00 p.m. ASO Meeting, Purple Room 106
6:30 p.m. FCA Meeting
7:00 p.m. IVCF Large Group Meeting
Wed. 10/1 7:00 a.m. UCM Bible Study
Noon Tai Chi Silence Class, Phelps Gym
3:00 Homecoming Meeting, 127 KCC
4:00 p.m. Student Senate Meeting, Purple Rooms
9:19 p.m. LCC Informal Worship, 204 W. 7th ST.
If your club or organization wishes to have anything put in the club calendar,
please contact the ASO Office at least one week in advance. You may call
457-5309 or drop by 118 KCC.

Campus Shorts
Attention Clubs
It's that time of the year again
when all clubs must register with
the Alliance of Student Organizations to retain the recognition
status. Please pick up registration
forms at 118 Kyrzsko Commons.
Forms have to be turned in by
Sept. 30.
Clep Test
Clep testing will be offered
through the Counseling center,
132 Gildemeister on Friday, Sept.
26. Students who wish to take a
Clep test should notify the
Counseling Center by Thursday,
Sept. 25. The fee for each Clep
test is $22.00.
Akido
Do to construction, if you wish
to attend a meeting of the Winona
State Aikido Association (Mon. &
Wed. 7:30-9:00 p.m.) the only
unlocked entrance to Phelps Hall
is on King St. Use the elevator to
the first floor. The gym is to your
right on ground level.

Job Interviews
Seniors who wish to interview
'must indicate so by placing their
name on a sign up sheet providec
in the Placement Office
Students may begin signing up
for interviews two weeks prior to
the actual interview date. Each
student must have the required
forms and resume and file in the
Placement Office at least 48
hours prior to the interview.
Plywood Minnesota, Oct. 7.
10:00 a.m.- 4:00 p.m. Sales
trainees leading to management
positions
Dynamic Corp. Oct 10. 8:00
a.m.- 4:30 p.m. Computer science
majors
Midwest Law Schools, Oct. 16
in the Student Union. 9:00 a.m.12 Noon. All majors.
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I Fall rains flood St. Charles area
Text by DALE KURSCHNER
Photos by MARK HOFFMAN
Winonan Staff

ST. CHARLES, Minn. — Unusually heavy September
rainfall created flash floods in several southeastern Minnesota towns early Sunday morning.
Mitchell J. Knauf Senior, 55, of St Charles, Minn. died
after being sucked into a culvert around 4:30 a.m. when
he was preparing to to clear it of debris. Because of the
high water level, rescue officials couldn't reach his body
until 12:30 p.m, after it had traveled about a quarter mile.
Knauf was contacted by city officials to use his back
hoe to clear the drain. St. Charles ambulance attendants
were with Knauf when he apparently walked too close
to the water and was sucked in. "They tried to help him
but the water was too high," St. Charles Police Chief
Dennis Volk said.
The water around the culvert at the time Knauf was
investigating the drainage block was about 30 feet wide
and extended all the way across Highway 14, Volk said.
By 1 p.m., the runoff's width had decreased to about
eight feet.

Approximately 15 trailer homes and an estimated 40
houses were flooded in St. Charles from the 4.25 inches
of rain the area received earlier that day. "I've been here
since 11:30 last night," firefighter Pete Loftus said. "We
had to evacuate about 20 or 30 people from the trailor
court around 4 a.m. I live down there, too."
Local businesses lent out pumps to the fire department, which only had three available. Loftus said it took
at least three to five hours to pump out each of the dozen
houses they had reached by 1 p.m. ColleagueCharlie
Nicollie estimated at that time crews still had another
20 homes to go.
Five of the trailer homes in the flooded trailer court
were for sale, according to resident Carol Lange. Her
home was one of those five, and was three feet under
water at 2 p.m. Sunday. Earlier, water had reached as
far as six feet around her home, which she said new
owners were to take possession of today.
"I came out here (after hearing about the flood warning) and by 4 a.m., they made us leave," Lang said.
"The water was just starting to pour over the road at
that time and by 5 a.m., it was gone.
"I can still see the living room curtain moving back

and forth," Lange said slowly. "There must still be water
in there."
Wynn Fuller, St. Charles, said he remembered a
similar flood in the spring of 1975. "There was a car
down there that was under water except for about two
inches," he said, pointing to the side of Lange's trailor
home. All evacuees were staying with relatives Volk
said.
Algin residents were still trying to figure out what was
keeping the water from flowing through their town faster
than it was around 3 p.m. And folks in Alba were trying
to prepare for the water they figured hadn't come down
there way fast enough yet. "Everything's coming this
way," Elba Mayor Duke Wait said while overlooking an
attempt to open a clogged drain gate. "It was a good
thing it quit (raining) when it did. We're kind of use to
floods in this valley, but I've never seen a wet fall like
this one."
And besides the immediate threat of flooding to
homes, Wait said many farmers were probably going
to be out there corn crops this year, as many fields were
under inches of water.

Dennis Volk, police chief of St. Charles, talks to
reporters after working most of the night.

Law enforcement personnel examine the body of Mitchell J. Knauf, 55, after he drowned while cleaning debris from a flooded culvert in St. Charles.

A trailer park in St. Charles was one of the areas hit
hardest by floodwaters. At one point the water was
six-feet deep.

By early afternoon the floodwaters were starting to recede in the area surrounding the trailer court.
At least two owners that had their trailers for sale were flooded out and had no insurance.
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,harles fireman Art Raak rests on the steps of a home that was flooded. Raak and the other members of the fire department worked during the pre-dawn flooding and then
ed homeowners pump out their basements that were flooded to the top of the foundation.
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Supply supervisor works behind the scenes
By JANET MEISCH
Asst. Variety Editor

•

404WONOV4

Winonan photo by Mark Hoffman

Christine Hansen has been keeping the mail delivery at Winona State
running smoothly for the past 13 years. In addition to those duties

she is in charge of the distribution for most types of office supplies
at the university.

Amidst stacks of cardboard boxes,
mail bags, noisy machines, and
students and faculty members inquiring about supplies or paychecks
stands Christine Hansen, the mail
and supply room supervisor.
For 13 years, Hansen has been in
charge of providing Winona State
University's departments with
supplies.
She also delivers and picks up
mail and hands out paychecks to student help.
"I love it all," responded Hansen.
When asked what her favorite part of
the job is. "One of the best things is
the variety. I also have gotten to meet
many people over the years."
A typical day for Hansen starts at
8 a.m. "The first thing we do is sort
out the morning mail and put it in
separate bags for each department,"
she said.
The bags are delivered and new
mail is picked up. She said that the
mail for the Rochester Golden Hills
Center is sent by United Parcel Service from her department.
"The rest of the morning is spent
totalling supply cards and recording
them in our accounting books, so
they can be sent up to the business
office," said Hansen.
Other duties of the day include filling out order forms, so more supplies
can be received from Central Stores
in St. Paul, the main supplier to the
university.
Putting supplies away and filling
orders for the university must be
done, too. "Friday is payday, so we
are busy hal ding out checks to
students. We also have one h^ur in
See Hansen on page 11

ctudent missionary experiences poverty of Haiti
By LIZ MILLER
Staff Reporter

It's one thing to leave familiar surroundings to go to college, but it's
another to leave the United States to
enter an environment of poverty,
hunger and sickness.
Tom Leis, a senior at Winona State
University, worked three weeks in
Haiti last summer as a volunteer for
the Missionaries of Charity.
For most of his trip, Leis lived with
a Christian brother along with 20 orphan boys in a three-story home at
Port Au Prince, the capital of Haiti.
Leis spent the first few days working as a missionary in a baby
hospital, where he cared for sick and
abandoned children.
"The children were so undernourished that a year-old child could
easily be mistaken for a six monthold baby," said Leis.
Many appeared prematurely aged
because of the effect poor health nad
on their skin.
Following his work at the baby mission, Leis worked at a clinic made up
of two small rooms off an alley in Port
Au Prince.
Because of the underdevelopment
in Haiti, medicine was a scarcity. "All
we could do was to put dressings on
wounds. It made me feel very
helpless," said Leis.
According to Leis, many Haitian
people wait to see a doctor until it's
too late.
Haitians held misconceptions
about Leis. They believed in the
superstition that doctors had magical
healing powers. "Anyone that wore
a white coat was perceived as being

a doctor," said Leis.
Walking through the crowded
streets of Port Au Prince, Leis clutched his backpack with both hands,
securing his money inside a safety
pocket because he feared being
robbed.
"You have to be very careful,"
Leis said. "The Haitian mentality is
that if you're poor and steal from a
rich person, it is OK."
Leis said he saw vendors back to
back trying desperately to sell what
they had, which varied from plastic
bags to mangoes, which grew all
over Haiti.

30 other people and a chicken, I
would have never bought my
passport. Nothing could have
prepared me for it," Leis said.
But despite the depressing conditions in Haiti, it wasn't long before
Leis was able to adapt. "After that
first week of being in Haiti, I was less
apprehensive because I knew that I
had to deal with the circumstances."
Leis said he came to appreciate
things he'd taken for granted. "Life
got real restricted in Haiti. You begin
to really value a hot shower."
With his main source of subsistence in Haiti being beans and

"If someone would have told me that I'd be sharing a bus the size of a volkswagen van with 30
other people and a chicken, I would have never
bought my paccport. Nothing could have
prepared me for it."

Leis
Another fear Leis had was getting
hepatitis because of the widespread
diseases in the clinics he was in.
Leis had some idea of what Haiti
was like before he travelled there,
but he didn't anticipate many of the
differences.
"I knew I was going to the poorest
country in the Western Hemisphere,
but that was about it. It was really
overwhelming. If someone would
have told me that I'd be sharing a
bus the size of a Volkswagen van wth

rice, he also came to appreciate
American food.
"I wanted to see another culture
abroad. Also, Lacau-le the field I am
stt dying in is sr - ondary social
studiee
'hough? it ‘vould give
-1 sand knowledge on
me w..
a third-world country."
Leis plans to do more volunteer
work in an underdeveloped area.
However, he is not sure that it will be
in Haiti.

Winonan photo by Tim Jacobsen

Tom Leis, a senior at Winona State, used his summer vacation to help
the poor in Haiti. Leis spent three weeks as a volunteer for a relief
agency, the Missionaries of Charity.
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Former academic VP won't be forgotten
By SHERI JACOBSON
Variety Editor

Donald Warner's former colleagues and friends described him
as a true historian, a scholar.
The retired vice president for
academic affairs from Winona State
University died from a long illness at
age 73 on Aug. 21 in Ellensburg,
Wash.
"He's one of those rare ones,"
said Dan Willson, Warner's best
friend and the retired Dean of Art and
Science from Winona State.

"He had a real concern for other
people," said Willson.
"I remember him as very competent. He was a scholar. He was a
neighbor and a friend," said Vice
President for Student Affairs, John
Kane.
Kane recalls Warner taking his two
dogs for walks in the neighborhood.
"He always took time to talk to our
children," said Kane.
Dorothy Chuchna, secretary for
student affairs, worked for Warner
the 10 years he was at Winona State.

"He was constantly writing. I can
remember him taking his briefcase
home every night," Chuchna said.

"He had a real concern
for other people"
Willson
Warner was born June 7. 1913 in
Minneapolis, Minn.
He earned his bachelor's and
master's degrees from the Universi-

ty of Minnesota and a doctorate from
Yale University, New Haven, Conn.
He worked at Winona State from
1968 to 1978, taught at seven other
colleges and worked as an administrator at Washington State
University. He was a specialist in
higher education with the U.S. Office
of Education in Washington, D.C.
He published three books,
numerous articles and received an
award from the American Historian
Association for one of his books. "He
just loved history," said Chuchna.

Warner is survived by his wife,
Irene, of Ellensburg; two sons, David
of Seattle and Donald of Charlottesville, Va.; a daughter, Joyce
McGinnis of Yakima, Wash.; and two
granddaughters.
Funeral services were held Aug.
23 for Warner and burial took place
at Lakewood Cemetery in
Minneapolis.
Those who loved Warner fail to
forget his integrity, his gentleness
and his professionalism.

Kiwanees recognize Winona international students
By SHERI JACOBSON
Variety Editor

International students and President Stark himself danced the
Daabke, an Arabic dance, Thursday
at the International Student dinner
put on by the Winona Kiwanis Club
at the Young Women's Christian
Association.
According to Terri Marcos, international student director at Winona
State University, the YWCA
welcomes international students
each year with a dinner.

Hansen
Continued from page 10
the morning and one in the afternoon
every other day of the week, when
students can pick up checks," she
said.
Hansen said she has three
students to help her in the morning
and three in the afternoon. "These
students are on workstudy or are student help. It seems to be a good
balance of people."
The list of supplies that are stored
in the supply room appears endless.
Everything from glue, gradebooks,
envelopes, and typervriter supplies to
deskpads, chalK, and paper clips can
be found.
The cut in funds to schools has not
really affected the activity in the

About 63 foreign students from
Winona State, the College of St.
Teresa, St. Mary's College, Winona
Senior High School and Cotter
School attended the dinner.
From 6 to 7 p.m. guests engaged
in a social hour followed by dinner
from 7 to 8 p.m.
From 8 to 9 p.m. Ashraf Hakeem,
an Egyptian student, thanked the
Kiwanis club for the dinner and
spoke of cultural differences between the United States and Egypt.

Afterwards, Amy Arizala, a
Phillipine student, talked of her early days in the U.S.
Marcos brought up the idea of a
community host program of interested families to develop relationships with international students in
Winona. "That's real helpful (for international students)," she said.
Marcos said she is looking for someone willing to work on a volunteer
basis to help organize a networking
of families.

supply room, according to Hansen.
"No matter what, schools will
always need certain supplies to function," she said.
One of the changes she has seen
over the years is a bigger and better
mailing machine. "This is the third
machine we've had since I've been
here. This one is much larger and
more efficient. I don't think we can
get any bigger than this," Hansen
said.
"We've also gotten some better
storage space and have become
more organized, although it may not
look that way," she said with a smile
as she surveyed the maze of cardboard boxes that surrounded her.
"We will be getting some more
room when the renovation of
Somsen Hall is completed."

Hansen's department stays active
throughout the year and also during
the summer.
Hansen said, "We still supply the
university during the summer months
and it's also a good time for us to
prepare for the beginning of the
school year."
Every three months Hansen takes
inventory. "The counting takes about
two to three days and processing the
information takes between a week
and a week-and-a-half."
Her student help comes in handy
during this time, she added.
Christine hopes to stay with this
job she enjoys so much until she is
no longer able to.
She and her husband, Rodney,
live in Winona with their two sons,
William, 8 and Jeremy, 4.
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Does education suffer with too many part-timers?
By JANET MEISCH
Asst. Variety Editor

Students see more part-time
teachers in the classroom, but there
is a question of whether educational
quality suffers because of it.
According to some, this type of
personnel can be beneficial or create
drawbacks.
According to Richard Coughlin,
Dean of liberal arts, the unexpected
large freshman class prompted a
sudden need for part-time instructors,
especially in the English department.
"All the information we had last
year told us to expect an average or

below average size class. What happened instead is we found ourselves
with a record size class, " said
Coughlin.
Teresa Schulz, English professor
at Winona State University, teaches
two freshman composition classes
part-time and she doesn't think there
is anything she can't offer the
students that a full-time professor
can.
"Because I only teach two classes,
I know I can spend more time on the
students' papers than professors
with heavier class loads. A negative
to this type of thing may be the lack
of continuity that results, when professors are coming in and out of a

Winonan photo by Lynn Skelton

Teresa Schulz, an English professor at Winona State, sections of freshman composition classes this
is one of a growing number of part-time faculty quarter_
members at the university. Schulz is teaching two

department," she said.
The math and computer science
department has 15 full-time professors and 11 part-time professors.
"We just haven't found the right
people to fill the positions. Industry
is taking away many of the people
that are qualified for the jobs, but we
fall about $20,000 short of what industry can offer them. Many of our
part-time people are happy to have
small class loads," said Coughlin.
Terry Arnold, math instructor,
teaches math 113 and takes two
classes herself. "I have ofice hours
two hours a day four days a week.
I think that's reasonable. I also let my
secretary know where I am and when
I'll be back and I tell the students to
leave notes with her if they need to
see me," said Arnold.
In some cases such as the
paralegal program, where legal
specialty classes are taught, lawyers
and insurance agents are brought into the classroom.
This situation has its pros and
cons. A paralegal student, Ann
Behnken, sometimes finds it hard to
reach these instructors.
"They teach our night classes and
during the day they are at work and
we aren't always given their business
phone numbers,"she said.
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near gas leak accident
By JOHN FALVEY
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Even though it's been almost four weeks since a gas leak occured in
Camaroon, Africa, a student from that c9untry remains unsure about the
safety of her family and friends.
Although the catastrophe happened almost halfway around the world,
its effects were felt by Elizabeth Walters, an international student who
is just beginning her fourth year of study in the United States.
Walters said that she found out about the leak from a friend during
the afternoon, but couldn't find out any facts, which left her in a scared
and nervous state until she could watch the 5 p.m. news that evening.
When asked if she tried to call home, she said "Yes, all night I tried
to call but I couldn't get through. All the circuts were busy." Walters also
made attempts to call early in the morning, but it was a seemingly pointless
task.
Now, 27 days after the inc ident, she still hasn't reached anyone in the
country of Camaroon. She can only hope that her family is all right.
She can be somewhat relieved, however, by the fact that the part of
the country that her family lives in is located about 50 miles from where
the leak occured.
Although some friends of hers attend a school just a few miles from
where the accident took place, and may or may not have been affected
b it •
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Colorado Connection ties up Morris
By WAYNE BOWER
Sports Editor

Winona State University took advantage of five second-half turnovers
' to end last Saturday's conference
opener in Wioona against the University of Minnesota-Morris in a tie,
27-27.
Mid-way into the third quarter
junior cornerback Doug Smart, from
Northglenn, Co. picked off his second of three passes and scampered
23 yards to the Morris 20 yard line.
Five plays later another member of
the Warriors Colorado Connection,
Dan Redmond, Yampa, Co., scored
his second of three touchdowns,
from four yards out.
Redmond's score tied the score at
20. Randy Larson's extra point attempt was waved wide to the left, but
after the game several members of
the Warrior extra point team said that
they thought that the kick was good.
Morris quarterback Mike Peterson
struck back quickly as he hit receiver
Basil Meyer for a touchdown with only :39 off the clock in the fourth
quarter. The extra point was good
and gave Morris a 27-20 advantage.
The Warriors were able to get the
ball back but were forced to punt.
Winona State punter Tom Pohlman,
who averaged 36.4 on the day, put
the ball out of bounds on the Morris
two yard line.
Two plays after Pohlman's coffin
corner kick Warrior linebacker Brad
Green recovered a fumble on the
Morris two yard line.
Redmond grabbed the hat trick on
the first play as he bolted over tackle
Jay Weis and guard Jeff Kusch for
the score. Larson made the kick and
tied the score at 27.
The Warrior defense gave Winona
State a chance to win when
linebacker Scott Girolamo recovered
a fumble on the Morris 41 yard line
with 3:14 left in the game.
With under a minute left, Larson
was called upon to try a 31-yard field
goal. After Morris called a time out,
Larson's attempt was wide to the left.
The game ended 27-27, with
perhaps the Warriors most important
play of the game coming in the third
quarter when the third member of the
Colorado Connection, Terry Baker,

Winonan photo by David Johnson

Mike Peterson, quarterback for University of Minnesota-Morris,
fumbles the ball while he was sacked for an eight-yard loss by Winona

blocked an extra point attempt. As it
turned out the extra point would have
been the winning point in the game.
Though the Warriors were the
underdog going into the game, it was
Morris that should have walked away
happy with the outcome, according
to Winona State defensive guard

Troy Tonsager.
"They were the ones that were
lucky to escape with a tie," said
Tonsager.
The tie score brought out mixed
emotions from Warrior Head Coach
John Martin.
"I'm not satisfied with a tie," said

State's Brad Green in the second quarter. Morris recovered the fumble and the game went on to 27-27 stalemate.

Martin, "but I am satisfied with the
players performance."
In particular Martin was pleased
with Smart's performance.
"He covers a lot of ground out
there and can jump out of the
stadium," said Martin.
Smart was moved to cornerback at

the start of the season after scoring
two touchdowns in the spring game,
playing wide receiver.
"It was a good move," said Martin with a smile.
See Colorado page 14

Warrior halfback hangs it up Warriors place 9th
By WAYNE BOWER
Sports Editor

Decisions are normally difficult to
make, and when an athlete has to
choose between the sport he loves
and his own well being, the decision,
is even harder.
Winona State University rurningback Brian Winter was forced to
make a decision between football
and taking a chance of serious
neurological injury due to reoccuring
head injuries.
Winter suffered his first concussion while playing high school football in his hometown of Glencoe,
Minn. Since then he has had head
injuries throughout his college
career, including a minor concussion
suffered in the Warrior-University of
Wisconsin-Eau Claire game last
week. Winter said that he isn't sure
of the number of concussions that he
suffered while attending Brainard
Community College.
Winter said his worst concussion
occured last season in the Warrior's
opening game against the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse.

ticipate in spring practice and see
what happens after that.
Spring practice went with out any
trouble according to Winter, "I got hit
in the head a million times and
everything was all right."
Winter tried to keep any fear of
another concussion out of his
thoughts.
"Sure I would think of it before
games," said Winter, "but once the
game started I didn't think about it
at all. After spring practice and
double sessions this fall, I figured
that I was all set."
tt was up to Warrior trainer Kevin
Cappel to lay the cards out on the
table for Winter.
Cappel advised Winter to give the
game up, explaining that it would be
nice to tell his grandchildren how he
played college football, but if he can't
The injury last season sidelined remember it, it didn't mattter.
For Winter there really wasn't
Winter for the remainder of the year.
After undertaking a CAT-Scan, much of a decision to make.
"I don't know what the conseWinter was advised by a doctor to
give up football.
See Winter page 14
The decision that Winter made
was to sit out the 1985 season, par-

Elvebak takes 7th

By KURT MOSSON
Asst. Sports Editor

The Winona State men's cross country team finished nineth out of
twelve teams last weekend.
The Warriors were once again led by senior captain, Larry Elvebakwho
finished seventh out of 84 runners.
Elvebak finished with a time of 20:40.
"He was running with some of the top runners in the nation so, he can
be considered to be one of those also," said Warrior Head Coach Daryl
Henderson.
Finishing in the top five for the Warriors were Bill Maze, who finished
with a time of 22:13. Right behind him was Wade Bergner with 22:14.
Paul Nevera finished with a time of 22:19. Coach Henderson contributes
the finishing of these runners to the close and equal talent of all our runners.
Rounding out the Warriors top five runners was transfer, Randy Sippele.
Sipple finished with a time of 22:34 which placed him 61st overall.
"I'm especially happy with Randy" said Henderson, "I wasn't sure
about how he would perform since I really didn't know that much about
him when he came here."
The winner of the Luther Invitational was the College of St Thomas
who compiled a of 31 points. La Crosse was second followed by
Augustana of Illinois and Luther who finished fourth. The Warriors cornpiled a score of 225 for a distant ninth place finish.
Next week the Warriors will travel to Rosevile, Minn. to compete in the
Northwest College Invitational.
Said Henderson,"we should finish somewhere near the top in this meet
as it will not have the same teams as the last two meets."
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In the Huddle
By Wayne Bower

Yes, No; Albert Scoores best
Sportscasters are a different breed of people. Different from other people and in some cases different
from other sports casters.
You don't believe me?
O.K. you're sitting around on Sunday afternoon watching football on television. On NBC you have Dick
Enberg and Merlin Olson covering a game. If you aren't
aware of how these two work, Enberg does the playby-play while Olson delivers all the insight into the
game.
Merlin Olson knows a lot about football, he was a
member of the Los Angles Rams Fearless Foursome
and I would consider him a football immortal.
When Olson speaks you generally want to listen to
him. His knowledge of the game is so immense that
it makes the average Joe Blow want to hear what he
is saying.
Now, you turn the station to CBS, where you find Pat
Summerall doing the play-by-play and John Madden
doing the color.
Madden was a great coach and his knowledge of the
game of football is also immense; but a fan doesn't
listen to Madden because he wants to learn anything,
a fan listens to Madden because they are afraid he will
come through the screen and grab him by the throat
if you don't.
Boom, zap, pow, crunch, are all words that make up
the bulk of Madden's vocabulary.
Understand, I'm not trying to cut him down because
of it, I love it. Madden gets so enthused over the games
he covers that a viewer is drawn into his enthusiasm.
The result: the fan enjoys the telecast of the game.
If we may, let's skip a couple of months to college
basketball.
College basketballs version of Madden comes in the
body of Al McGuire.
McGuire doesn't make up sounds during the telecast
like Madden, he takes words that the average person
thought he understood and gives them completely new
meanings.

For instance, how many of you thought an aircraft
carrier is a big boat that the navy uses to launch planes
with?
Nope an aircraft carrier refers to a big forward or
center who positions himself down low.
If some of you aren't familiar with who Al McGuire
is, he is the former head coach at Marquette University. He retired from having to make decisions and moved to the position of criticizing them. Something that
I'm sure he would much rather do.
This brings me to baseball.
I'm sure every Chicago Cub fan is thinking that I'll
be talking about Harry Carey next.
They're right.
Harry Carey, in my opinion, is a fat, drunk pain in
my neck. Who spends more time giving free advertising over the air to bars and restaurants that he can collect free-bees from, then he does announcing another
Cubbie loss. Who can blame him.
I'll give Harry Carey credit for one thing he brings
fun to the ball park, I know no other baseball announcer
that sings "Take me out to the ball game" during the
seventh inning stretch. Thank God.
Now my favorite sport and my favorite announcer,
Mary Albert.
The way Albert says "He shoots and scoores" is sensational. Also, if you haven't had a chance to watch
him when he is on the David Letterman show you've
missed out. He brings the "yes, no," Albert Achievement Awards, about once a month to the show. He
shows some of the great and not so great moments in
sports, and it is very entertaining, even to the very few
people out there who don't like sports.
Though there are some duds in the world of sportscasters, there are also some very entertaining guys.
My advice find the entertaining ones and listen to them,
and when the duds are on listen to the radio.

Colorado
Continued from page 13

Smart's three interceptions, five
tackles and three assists earned him
NIC Defensive Player of the week
honors.
"I am starting to feel more comfortable now," said Smart. "The defensive line played a great game and
forced them into throwing some bad
passes."
Quarterback Brent Edwards made
his second start since replacing injured Mike Hetrick completing 15

passes for 257-yards, including a
60-yard touchdown to Darren Ripley.
Hetrick was in uniform for the first
time since the University of
Wisconsin-La Crosse game, but Martin said he wants to wait until he is
100 percent before wanting him on
the field.
Ripley led all receivers, pulling
down seven passes for 157 yards.
Tim Anderson led the Warriors in
rushing with 52 yards, Redmond

tallied 31 yards. Winona State was
without the services of halfback Brian
Winter, who has been sidelined for
the season, due to reoccuring head
injuries.
Girolamo led the Warriors in
tackles with eight and assists with
five.
The Warriort will be in action
Saturday against Bemidji State
University at Maxwell Field. Game
time is 1:30 p.m.

quences would be," said Winter,
"Doctors say things, Kevin (Cappel)
says things, more than anything I
want to play football, but I just don't
know."
Winter came to Winona after a two
year stint in community college,
while there he ran for 1,935 yards in
nineteen games, rushed for 22
touchdowns and was selected to the
1984 Junior College All-American
team.
The Warriors had implemented a
great deal of their offense around

More than anything I just want to
play football, but I don't know.
— Winter

Winter for this season, something
that makes Winter feel even worse
about the situation.
"They spent a lot of time gearing
an offense around me, now they
have to change all that," said Winter,
"I feel like I just wasted a lot of their
time."
Perhaps the biggest problem that
faces Winter is dealing with people
after his injury.
After last season's injury none of
the Warrior coaches took the time to
explain to the other players that
Winter was out for the season.
Players approached Winter and asked him why he wasn't at practice and
he had to explain to the whole team

TRUTH
When the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization was
formed in 1949, it was formed for one reason. To stop
Soviet aggression in Europe.
It has done so.

TRUTH
The past 35 years of peace
have been one of the longest
periods of European peace
in recorded history.

NATO.
We need your support.
And the truth is, you need ours.
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Winona, MN
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amount of respect for the guy he
tried to comeback, when nobody
thought he could."
Though the situation is tough for
everyone involved, a comment made
by Cappel put the incident in proper
perspective.
"He (Winter) will be able to leave
the game healthy," said Cappel.
"When you can do that when you are
a senior in college, it's pretty good."
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one at a time that he was out for the
year.
"It seemed like some guys were
bitter towards me, and thought that
I just quit," explained Winter.
To avoid that this year Cappel told
the team that Winter wouldn't be
back and explained why.
There is no bitterness this season,
according to offensive captain Orlando Mazzolini.
"No one is bitter towards Brian
(Winter)," said Mazzolihi. "Speaking
for myself I have a tremendous
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WSU 3rd in tourney
By WAYNE BOWER
Sports Editor

Third place in the Co-College Invitational Tournament, and a victory
over Moorhead State University is what the Winona State University
volleyball team returned from Moorhead with.
The Warriors evened their Northern Sun Conference record at 1-1 on
Thursday, as they took three of five games from Moorhead State.
Freshman Shelly Burow had 13 ace kills in the match while Wendy
Wise added 11.
Captain Deb Steward led the offense with 34 assists. Brenda Mischock
had 16 assists.
The two-day tourney began on Friday and the Warriors split two matches, defeating Bemidji State University and losing a rematch from the
night before to Moorhead State.
Bemidji won the first game, 15-8 but the Warriors came roaring back
and took the next two, 15-13 and 15-10.
Mischock, who had to replace Steward due to an injury had 19 assists.
Wise had nine ace kills and Karen Severson added eight.
Moorhead swept the Warriors in the second match of the day, 15-12
and 15-3.
Winona State Head Coach Lavonne Fiereck explained that the WinonaMoorhead matches were ones that can be won by any team on any given
day.
Fiereck noted that the Warriors were without the services of Steward
on Friday, while Moorhead was without one of their starters on Thursday
night.
On Saturday the Warriors were defeated by the tournament champion
University of North Dakota, but Winona State was able to force a third
game. After losing the first game 15-12, the Warriors won 15-9, but were
clobbered in the third game 15-4.
The Warriors finished up the tourney defeating Hamline University
twice, 15-6, and then took two of three from Concordia College, Moorhead.
Steward returned to the Warrior line-up on Saturday with 83 assists.
Severson had 26 ace kills and 8 ace serves. Burow had 22 kills and 6
ace services.
Burow represented the Warriors on the All-Tournament team.
Winona State returns to action tonight, at home against the University
of Minnesota-Morris.
The game against Morris will be the final home NSC game of the season
for the Warriors and it is also a game the Warriors should win, though
Fiereck isn't ready to count her chickens before they're hatched.
"We can't afford to look past anyone," said Fiereck.
The Morris match will be the Warriors only action of this week.

Winonan photo by Tim Jacobsen

John Martin, Winona State's head coach, screams
at an official during the third quarter of Saturday's

Funk of the 90's
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Hair Cut and Style

Golden Chair Hair Styling
Your Professional Hairstylist
(507) 454-2224
685 West Fifth Street
Winona, MN
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Palmar Communications P.O. Box 813 Winona, MN. 55987
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By WAYNE BOWER
Sports Editor

Yards Rushing
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Warrior yardage
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game. Martin was upset about a pass interference
penalty called on Winona State.
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WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS!
Community Memorial Hospital now
has available:

DOCTORS SCRUB SUITS
TOPS & PANTS
SIZES: SMALL, MEDIUM,
LARGE
$9.50 EACH

Sugar Shack
Unique collector's Item. 2 interiors.
7 passenger seating or camper
mode sleeps 2 w/closet storage,
sink and Ice box. 25 mpg. New
green paint. Many new parts.
Curtains, carpeting, digital clock
and other extras. $1,500.

454.5938

For more information, contact:

LAUNDRY DEPARTMENT
COMMUNITY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
855 Mankato Avenue
Winona, Minnesota 55987
(507) 457-4376

For part time
portrait/glamour modeling.
For more information call
Portraits by Al 452-7823
after 5 p.m.

GOVERNMENT JOBS
$16,040-$59,230/yr. Now
hiring. Call 805-687-6000
Ext. R-6195 for current
federal list.

Interested in a warm
spring break?

We Didn't make an friends

Call:
Scott 452-1147
Wayne 454-2866

NFL Results

Wayno
Picks

For Sale: 1972 VW Bus

Portrait Studio Needs Models

Scrub suits may be purchased at the hospital, Monday
through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.

Winona State University women
golfers placed fourth in the University of North Dakota Invitational.
North Dakota took first place in the
seven school tourney with a score of
684. TheWarriors finished with a 718,
nine strokes behind third place
Moorhead State University.
Winona State's Deb Johns finished fourth overall with a score of 169.
Finishing behind Johns was
Shelley Gronholz, 181, Molly Weis,
183 and Sheila Dever 183.
The Warriors were scheduled to
play in the Concordia Invitational, in
Moorhead on Friday, but the tourney
was rained out.
Winona State will be in action
again Saturday and Sunday in the
Gustavus I nvitatonal.

VIKINGS 31, Pittsburg 7
Cincinnati 30, Cleveland 20
Atlanta 37, Dallas 35
Denver 33, Philadelphia 7
Rams 24, Indianapolis 7
Jets 51, Miami 45
Buffalo 17, St. Louis 10
Seattle 38, New England 31
Tampa Bay 24, Detroit 20
Kansas City 27, Houston 13
San Francisco 26, Saints 17
Giants 14, Raiders 9
Washington 30, San Diego 27
Chicago 25, Green Bay 12

VIKINGS by 7/Packers
Bears by 7/Bengals
Browns by 6/Lions
Chiefs by 3/Bills
Rams by 10/Eagles
Giants by 10/Saints
Oilers by 3/Steelers
Dolphins by 6/49ers
Seahawks by 3/Redskins
Jets by 10/Colts
Raiders by 3/Chargers
Broncos by 4/Patriots
Falcons by 7/Bucs
Cowboys by 6/Cardinals
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Smart NBC Golfers 12th at UNI tourney
Player of
the Week
By WAYNE BOWER

Sports Editor

By WAYNE BOWER
Sports Editor

The Northern Intercollegiate Conference named Winona State University cornerback Doug Smart defensive player of the week.
Smart intercepted three passes
and batted down another in the Warriors 27-27 tie against the University
of Minnesota Morris.
A native of Northglenn, Colo.,
Smart came to Winona State last
year as a transfer student from the
University of Southern Colorado.

In between rain drops the Winona State University men's golf team
finished 12th out of 18 teams in the University of Northern Iowa
Tournament.
The Warriors finished with a three day score of 938. The University
of Illinois won the tourney with a score of 880.
Bill Banton turned in a 232 including a 73 on Saturdayto lead the
Warriors.
Dave Honsey shot a 237, Tom Chambers and Larry Norland shot a
pair of 239s and Winona native Steve Modjeski shot a 241.
The tournament featured 10 division I schools. Winona State finished
in front of Bradley, two teams from Northern Iowa, Lewis University and
Drake.

The Warriors will be in action again tomorrow in Holmen, Wis. in the
Greater Hiawatha Valley Golf Tournament.
Winona State will send two teams to the tourney, also at the tournament will be the Universitys of Wisconsin-Stout, La Crosse and Eau Claire
Mankato State University, St. Olaf College and St. Mary's College will
also be making the trip.
The Northern Intercollegiate Conference Tournament begins on Monday in Moorhead.
According to Warrior Head Coach Dwight Marston the tournament
should be a three 'race between Bemidji State University, the University
of Minnesota-Duluth and the Warriors.
To fair well Marston believes that his golfers will have to come out strong
as 27 holes will be played on Monday and Tuesday.

Doug .Smart
Smart caught two touchdown
passes in the the Warrior's spring
game, but this fall was moved to corner to take advantage of speed.
Smart was timed in the forty-yard
dash at 4.5 seconds.
Smart's second interception led to
a Warrior touchdown. Smart's return
brought the ball to the Morris 20 yard
line, five plays later his roommate
Dan Redmond carried the ball in
from four yards out.
The Colorado corner also had five
tackles on the day as well as three
ssi ts.

BRING YOUR
HORSE TO
COLLEGE
Stable With Us
Complete
Facilities
Need Experienced Instructor
Fall Show October 26
454.3305 evenings
Big Valley Ranch, Inc.

STUDENT
DISCOUNT
Get the $6 cut that looks
twice the price for

$

495

COST CUTTERS
FAMILY HAIR CARE SHOPS

Winona Mall
Professional Building
1213 Gilmore Ave.
454.6030
Not valid with any other
offer or on Saturdays.
Student ID with coupon
required.
83
Expires 11114/86
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910 E. 2nd WINONA, MN
SEPT. 25 thru OCT. 5 9-6 DAILY
Buy Sweaters Factory Direct

cros

ITEMS FROM $3.99 - $25.99
‘474:
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s
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FINAL CLEARANCE ITEMS
Iv1/1/
SALE GOODS
IRREGULAR SWEATERS
CLOSEOUTS ON MENS AND WOMENS SWEATERS
MARK DOWNS

Earl
(507) 454-1724

M
SWEATERS
...and more
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OUR GUARANTEE
We guarantee that every item we sell will give complete satisfaction or you may
return it and we will replace the item or refund your money, whichever you prefer.

MasterCard

.
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